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Découvrez le responsive web design et apprenez à
concevoir des sites qui anticipent et répondent aux
besoins de vos utilisateurs. Dans cette seconde
édition de son ouvrage phare, Ethan Marcotte décrit
les principes qui sous-tendent le responsive design –
grilles fluides, images flexibles et media queries – et
démontre comment proposer une expérience de
qualité, quelle que soit la taille de l’écran. Dans
cette nouvelle édition : de nouveaux trucs et astuces
pour la prise en charge des navigateurs, des
solutions pour servir des images, rôle de
l’amélioration progressive dans le design web,
meilleures méthodes pour gérer la bande passante,
etc. De nouveaux exemples et des listings de code
méticuleusement révisés. Depuis sa parution qui a
révolutionné le monde du web design en 2011,
Responsive web design est resté une ressource
fondamentale pour quiconque travaille sur le Web.
Au sommaire : Principes du responsive design * La
grille flexible * Composition flexible * Marges et
espacement flexibles * Les images flexibles *
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Images fluides * Mosaïque d’arrière-plan flexible *
Apprenez à aimer overflow * Négociez votre contenu
* Les media queries * Plus de réactivité * Au sujet de
la compatibilité * Pourquoi la flexibilité ? * Passer au
responsive design * Une question de contexte *
Mobile first * Vers un responsive workflow * Être «
responsive » et responsable * L’amélioration
progressive revisitée *
Updated, full-color guide to creating dynamic
websites with WordPress 3.6 In this updated new
edition, bestselling For Dummies author and
WordPress expert Lisa Sabin-Wilson makes it easy
for anyone with a basic knowledge of the WordPress
software to create a custom site using
complementary technologies such as CSS, HTML,
PHP, and MySQL. You'll not only get up to speed on
essential tools and technologies and further advance
your own design skills, this book also gives you
pages of great case studies, so you can see just how
other companies and individuals are creating
compelling, customized, and cost-effective websites
with WordPress. Shows you how to incorporate
WordPress templates, graphic design principles,
HTML, CSS, and PHP to build one-of-a-kind
websites Explains how to create an effective
navigation system, choose the right color palette and
fonts, and select different layouts Reveals how you
can tweak existing website designs with available
themes, both free and premium Provides numerous
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case studies to illustrate techniques and processes,
and the effects you can achieve Discusses how you
can translate your design skills into paid work Want
to create cost-effective and fantastic websites with
WordPress? This do-it-yourself book will get you
there.
Information Architecture: Blueprints for the Web,
Second Edition introduces the core concepts of
information architecture: organizing web site content
so that it can be found, designing website interaction
so that it's pleasant to use, and creating an interface
that is easy to understand. This book helps
designers, project managers, programmers, and
other information architecture practitioners avoid
costly mistakes by teaching the skills of information
architecture swiftly and clearly.
Good game design happens when you view your
game from as many perspectives as possible.
Written by one of the world's top game designers,
The Art of Game Design presents 100+ sets of
questions, or different lenses, for viewing a game’s
design, encompassing diverse fields such as
psychology, architecture, music, visual design, film,
software engineering, theme park design,
mathematics, puzzle design, and anthropology. This
Second Edition of a Game Developer Front Line
Award winner: Describes the deepest and most
fundamental principles of game design
Demonstrates how tactics used in board, card, and
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athletic games also work in top-quality video games
Contains valuable insight from Jesse Schell, the
former chair of the International Game Developers
Association and award-winning designer of Disney
online games The Art of Game Design, Second
Edition gives readers useful perspectives on how to
make better game designs faster. It provides
practical instruction on creating world-class games
that will be played again and again.
We design to elicit responses from people. We want
them to buy something, read more, or take action of
some kind. Designing without understanding what
makes people act the way they do is like exploring a
new city without a map: results will be haphazard,
confusing, and inefficient. This book combines real
science and research with practical examples to
deliver a guide every designer needs. With it you’ll
be able to design more intuitive and engaging work
for print, websites, applications, and products that
matches the way people think, work, and play. Learn
to increase the effectiveness, conversion rates, and
usability of your own design projects by finding the
answers to questions such as: What grabs and holds
attention on a page or screen? What makes
memories stick? What is more important, peripheral
or central vision? How can you predict the types of
errors that people will make? What is the limit to
someone’s social circle? How do you motivate
people to continue on to (the next step? What line
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length for text is best? Are some fonts better than
others? These are just a few of the questions that
the book answers in its deep-dive exploration of
what makes people tick.
This book democratizes web development for
everyone. It's a fun, clever guide that covers all of
the key design principles, best practices, useful
shortcuts, pro tips, real-world examples, and basic
coding tutorials needed to produce a beautiful
website that you'll feel confident sharing with the
world. Because you, too, can design for the web!
Hello Web Design contains everything you need to
feel comfortable doing your own web development,
including an abundance of real-life website examples
that will inspire and motivate you. No need to spend
time and money hiring an expensive graphic
designer; this book will walk you through the
fundamentals - and shortcuts - you need to do it all
yourself, right now.
A guide to Web design basics describes how the
Web and Web pages work, building HTML pages,
using CSS for presentation, using JavaScript in Web
design, and creating Web graphics.
New devices and platforms emerge daily. Browsers
iterate at a remarkable pace. Faced with this volatile
landscape we can either struggle for control or we
can embrace the inherent flexibility of the web.
Responsive design is not just another technique–it is
the beginning of the maturation of a medium and a
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fundamental shift in the way we think about the web.
Implementing Responsive Design is a practical
examination of how this fundamental shift affects the
way we design and build our sites. Readers will learn
how to: Build responsive sites using a combination of
fluid layouts, media queries, and fluid media Adopt a
responsive workflow from the very start of a project
Enhance content for different devices Use featuredetection and server-side enhancement to provide a
richer experience
Support whatever your kids’ interests are. This one’s for
the future designers of all time. This book contains the
present and the future of the fashion design industry with
inspirations taken from only the world renowned
designers. Your kids will definitely appreciate your full
support in their passion when you buy this for them. Get
a copy today.
Whether you are building a personal blog or a corporate
website, there is a lot more to web design than div's and
CSS selectors, but what do you really need to know?
With this book, you'll learn the secrets of designing
effective, user-friendly sites, fro
An exploration of how design might be led by
marginalized communities, dismantle structural
inequality, and advance collective liberation and
ecological survival. What is the relationship between
design, power, and social justice? “Design justice” is an
approach to design that is led by marginalized
communities and that aims expilcitly to challenge, rather
than reproduce, structural inequalities. It has emerged
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who work closely with social movements and communitybased organizations around the world. This book
explores the theory and practice of design justice,
demonstrates how universalist design principles and
practices erase certain groups of people—specifically,
those who are intersectionally disadvantaged or multiply
burdened under the matrix of domination (white
supremacist heteropatriarchy, ableism, capitalism, and
settler colonialism)—and invites readers to “build a better
world, a world where many worlds fit; linked worlds of
collective liberation and ecological sustainability.” Along
the way, the book documents a multitude of real-world
community-led design practices, each grounded in a
particular social movement. Design Justice goes beyond
recent calls for design for good, user-centered design,
and employment diversity in the technology and design
professions; it connects design to larger struggles for
collective liberation and ecological survival.
Everything you need to know to run a profitable Web
design business from your home.
"The book provides a link between theoretical research
and web engineering, presenting a more holistic
approach to web usability"--Provided by publisher.
Presents a quickly-implemented marketing strategy that
is not expensive, complicated, or time consuming, but
designed to bring in business and increase sales.
A guide to designing for the Web critiques existing Web
sites, suggests simple solutions for improving site
usability, and offers advice on writing for the Web
Marketing is an essential part of Web design and
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decisions in a broader context. As jumping in at the deep
edge and simply starting off marketing can be quite
delicate, "Marketing Secrets For Web Designers" is a
companion tailored to the specific needs of Web
professionals. Weighing the benefits and perils of
common marketing practices, it takes designers by the
hand as they develop an understanding of what friendly
and appealing marketing is all about. Along the way the
Smashing Magazine authors cover topics such as
shaping an innovative brand identity, implementing social
media wisely and creating meaningful email marketing
campaigns. Furthermore, the eBook features valuable
tips for product launches and e-commerce. Of course,
analytics and metrics also get their well-deserved
attention. As you will discover, marketing is a lot more
than plain conversion rates, numbers of sales and
generating followers; it is part of the user experience.
TABLE OF CONTENTS - Stop Shouting. Start Teaching
- If You Love Your Brand, Set It Free - What Successful
Products Teach Us About Web Design - Social Media Is
A Part Of The User Experience - How To Use Email To
Alienate Your Users - How Metrics Can Make You A
Better Designer - Keep Your Analytics Data Safe And
Clean - It Works For "You": A User-Centric Guideline To
Product Pages - How To Launch Anything
For a couple of decades now, designers have used
Photoshop to mock up Web page designs. However, that
work generally results in a static graphic of the page, which
has to be translated by a developer into the components of a
Web page: HTML files and Web-compatible image files. Our
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design, including full-page comps done in Photoshop, is
increasingly problematic. Modern web designers are adopting
a new approach: creating flexible web pages whose layout
can adapt to suit the screen on which they are displayed. This
is “Responsive Web Design” [RWD]. Until now, books on
designing responsive Web sites have focused on HTML and
CSS – in other words, they've been very code-centric, and
visual creativity seems to take a back seat. This new book is
aimed at the visual Web designer who's accustomed to
working in Photoshop. Adobe Photoshop CC contains many
new features that help streamline the process of converting a
static page design to a set of components for a responsive
web page. Dan Rose is one of the best-known advocates of
this new way of working in Photoshop. He's observed that
only a few people are talking about Photoshop for RWD
constructively, yet a majority (63% as of his last informal poll)
of web designers are using Photoshop for more than simple
asset creation. This transition is a pain point for many
designers. His new book will balance coverage of conceptual
issues (how to fit tools like Photoshop to the design workflow
rather than fitting a workflow to the tools) with practical design
exercises tailored to help communicate the overall design
direction of the page while respecting the needs of the fluid
Web. In addition, he will introduce methods for taking HTML
back into Photoshop for further refinement.
Offers techniques and tips for designing Web pages based on
their subject matter, including travel, entertainment, research,
sales, children, food, fashion, and science
With the advent of responsive techniques, design patterns
and off-the-shelf components, responsive Web design has
become more than a technique — but rather a new mindset
that requires us all to rethink and extend our practices.
Responsive design is also about performance, server-side
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components,
content strategy
conditional
loading.
this eBook, you will learn how to go from non-responsive
layouts to optimized responsive mobile experiences. We're
happy to present techniques to help you overcome outdated
practices and set new defaults in your workflow — a new
responsive design workflow. TABLE OF CONTENTS - How
Much Has The Web Really Changed? - Looking Beyond
Common Media Query Breakpoints - Logical Breakpoints For
Your Responsive Design - Preparing Websites For The
Unexpected - How To Maintain Hierarchy Through Content
Choreography - Towards A Retina Web - Building A Better
Responsive Website - How To Make Your Websites Faster
On Mobile Devices
Building an elegant, functional website requires more than
just knowing how to code. In Adaptive Web Design, Second
Edition, you’ll learn how to use progressive enhancement to
build websites that work anywhere, won’t break, are
accessible by anyone—on any device—and are designed to
work well into the future. This new edition of Adaptive Web
Design frames even more of the web design process in the
lens of progressive enhancement. You will learn how content
strategy, UX, HTML, CSS, responsive web design,
JavaScript, server-side programming, and performance
optimization all come together in the service of users on
whatever device they happen to use to access the web.
Understanding progressive enhancement will make you a
better web professional, whether you’re a content strategist,
information architect, UX designer, visual designer, front-end
developer, back-end developer, or project manager. It will
enable you to visualize experience as a continuum and craft
interfaces that are capable of reaching more users while
simultaneously costing less money to develop. When you’ve
mastered the tenets and concepts of this book, you will see
the web in a whole new way and gain web design
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invaluable
to your Jan
employer,
clients, and the web as a whole. Visit
http://adaptivewebdesign.info to learn more.
On ne s'improvise pas designer, il s'agit d'un métier à part
entière. Voilà ce que nous démontre dans ce nouvel ouvrage
de la collection A Book Apart, le designer Mike Monteiro, qui
livre ici une multitude de conseils sur les aspects pratiques du
métier de web designer : comment trouver des clients,
comment les choisir puis les gérer, comment établir des
devis, signer des contrats, vendre son travail, comment se
faire payer et travailler en équipe. Un petit livre unique en son
genre, qui décrit simplement et honnêtement la recette du
succès ! Avec une préface de Erik Spiekermann.
The titles in this series are ideal for students or IT users who
wish to develop their IT skills further. Simple clear language
aids understanding, exercises help students master the skills
they need for assessment and real life scenarios put the
knowledge into context.
Although recent findings show the public increasingly
interacting with government Web sites, a common problem is
that people can’t find what they’re looking for. In other
words, the sites lack usability. The Research-Based Web
Design and Usability Guidelines aid in correcting this problem
by providing the latest Web design guidance from the
research and other forms of evidence. This unique publication
has been updated from its earlier version to include over 40
new or updated research guidelines, bringing the total to 209.
Primary audiences for the book are: Web managers,
designers, and all staff involved in the creation of Web sites.
Topics in the book include: home page design, page and site
navigation, graphics and images, effective Web content
writing, and search. A new section on usability testing
guidance has been added. Experts from across government,
industry, and academia have reviewed and contributed to the
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of the Guidelines.
And, since
their introduction
in 2003, the Guidelines have been widely used by
government, private, and academic institutions to improve
Web design.
Readers discover the latest, industry-leading, website
development practices with this new book in the popular
Shelly Cashman Series. For more than three decades, the
Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer
skills to millions of learners. Now, Minnick’s HTML5 AND
CSS3: COMPREHENSIVE, 8E brings today’s best practices
in website development into focus with meaningful
applications. The webpage development process starts with a
semantic wireframe and weaves proven principles of
responsive design into each chapter. A raft of fresh new
projects logically build in complexity to ensure understanding.
This edition strives to not only teach valid HTLM and CSS,
but also to reveal deeper conceptual issues essential to
today’s field of web development. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Provides information on successfully designing a Web
site using XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets.
A detailed and approachable tour around this essential
language. Make your way through plenty of practical
examples, as you pick up syntax rules, the fundamentals
of scripting, and how to handle data types and loops
Many challenges were identified in CSCW some thirty
years ago, and some of these remain problematic today.
However they are being progressively transformed and
this edited volume contains contributions that
demonstrate how these new challenges are being dealt
with in a variety of ways, reflecting the balance of rigour
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Originally presented at COOP ’08 which took place in
Carry-le-Rouet, France in 2008, the contributions to this
volume have been substantially extended and revised.
New technologies, new domains and new methods are
described for supporting design and evaluation. Taking a
progressive and critical stance, the authors cover a
variety of themes including inter-organisational working,
non task-based environments, creativity, and the
development of Web 2.0 (and even Web 3.0)
applications, including new cooperative mechanisms and
new classification possibilities.
Learn how to think beyond the desktop and craft
beautiful designs that anticipate and respond to your
users' needs. Ethan Marcotte will explore CSS
techniques and design principles, including fluid grids,
flexible images, and media queries, demonstrating how
you can deliver a quality experience to your users no
matter how large (or small) their display.
Five years and more than 100,000 copies after it was
first published, it's hard to imagine anyone working in
Web design who hasn't read Steve Krug's "instant
classic" on Web usability, but people are still discovering
it every day. In this second edition, Steve adds three new
chapters in the same style as the original: wry and
entertaining, yet loaded with insights and practical advice
for novice and veteran alike. Don't be surprised if it
completely changes the way you think about Web
design. Three New Chapters! Usability as common
courtesy -- Why people really leave Web sites Web
Accessibility, CSS, and you -- Making sites usable and
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Surviving executive design whims "I thought usability
was the enemy of design until I read the first edition of
this book. Don't Make Me Think! showed me how to put
myself in the position of the person who uses my site.
After reading it over a couple of hours and putting its
ideas to work for the past five years, I can say it has
done more to improve my abilities as a Web designer
than any other book. In this second edition, Steve Krug
adds essential ammunition for those whose bosses,
clients, stakeholders, and marketing managers insist on
doing the wrong thing. If you design, write, program,
own, or manage Web sites, you must read this book." -Jeffrey Zeldman, author of Designing with Web
Standards
Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into
software development.
Are you still designing web sites like it's 1999? If so,
you're in for a surprise. Since the last edition of this book
appeared five years ago, there has been a major climate
change with regard to web standards. Designers are no
longer using (X)HTML as a design tool, but as a means
of defining the meaning and structure of content.
Cascading Style Sheets are no longer just something
interesting to tinker with, but rather a reliable method for
handling all matters of presentation, from fonts and
colors to the layout of the entire page. In fact, following
the standards is now a mandate of professional web
design. Our popular reference, Web Design in a
Nutshell, is one of the first books to capture this new web
landscape with an edition that's been completely
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In
addition to being an authoritative reference for (X)HTML
and Cascading Style Sheets, this book also provides an
overview of the unique requirements of designing for the
Web and gets to the nitty-gritty of JavaScript and DOM
Scripting, web graphics optimization, and multimedia
production. It is an indispensable tool for web designers
and developers of all levels. The third edition covers
these contemporary web design topics: Structural layer:
HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 (9 chapters), including an
alphabetical reference of all elements, attributes and
character entities Presentation layer: Ten all-new
chapters on Cascading Style Sheets, Level 2.1, including
an alphabetical reference of all properties and values.
Behavior layer: JavaScript and scripting with the
Document Object Model (DOM) Web environment: New
web standards, browsers, display devices, accessibility,
and internationalization Web graphics optimization:
Producing lean and mean GIF, JPEG, PNG, and
animated GIFs Multimedia: Web audio, video, Flash, and
PDF Organized so that readers can find answers quickly,
Web Design in a Nutshell, Third Edition helps
experienced designers come up to speed quickly on
standards-based web design, and serves as a quick
reference for those already familiar with the new
standards and technology. There are many books for
web designers, but none that address such a wide
variety of topics. Find out why nearly half a million buyers
have made this the most popular web design book
available.
From three design partners at Google Ventures, a
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unique
five-day
process--called
the sprint--for
tough problems using design, prototyping, and testing
ideas with customers.

Discover the latest trends in web design! Looking for
inspiration for your latest web design project? Expert
Patrick McNeil, author of the popular Web Designer's
Idea Book series, is back with all new examples of
today's best website design. Featuring more than
650 examples of the latest trends, this fourth volume
of The Web Designer's Idea Book is overflowing with
visual inspiration. Arranged categorically, this fully
illustrated guide puts important topics like design
styles, elements, themes and responsive design at
your fingertips. This new volume also includes a
detailed discussion of portfolios to help you stay
ahead of the pack and keep your portfolio fresh and
relevant. The world of web design is constantly
reinventing itself. Stay on top of what's hot with the
latest installment of this indispensable reference.
*Functions as two books in one: twelve tutorials
chapters combined with thorough reference to
XHTML and CSS syntax. *"Integrates design, theory,
and practical exercises"—working on a modular basis,
just as a real-world designer must. *Each chapter is
self-contained, enabling readers to dip in and out
and learn specific techniques, without necessarily
reading through the entire book.
Web Design Inspiration at a Glance Volume 2 of The
Web Designer’s Idea Book includes more than 650
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new websites arranged thematically, so you can
easily find inspiration for your work. Author Patrick
McNeil, creator of the popular web design blog
designmeltdown.com and author of the original
bestselling Web Designer’s Idea Book, has
cataloged thousands of sites, and showcases the
latest and best examples in this book. The web is the
most rapidly changing design medium, and this book
offers an organized overview of what’s happening
right now. Sites are categorized by type, design
element, styles and themes, structural styles, and
structural elements. This new volume also includes a
helpful chapter explaining basic design principles
and how they can be applied online. Whether you’re
brainstorming with a coworker or explaining your
ideas to a client, this book provides a powerful
communication tool you can use to jumpstart your
next project.
A noted Web designer shows readers how to use
Adobe's suite of tools for professional Web design.
Covering Photoshop, GoLive, and ImageReady, this
new edition is fully updated to reflect the changes in
GoLive 5 and Photoshop 6, and demonstrates how
to best use these features as well as image
compression, creating GIF animations, and more.
Javascript for Web Designers
Web Design Technology
The book is intended to aspiring students who wish
to build their career in the field of graphics and
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animation. The content of the book goes in adequate
detail covering all the aspects of computer basics
and graphics and animation. The content of the book
goes in adequate detail covering all aspects of
computer basics and graphics and animation. The
unique tutor CD provided with this book is a true addon. While other books rely on theory and long
explanations, the tutor CD accompanying this book
helps you build skills for multimedia and web
designing software.
Joel Sklar has written the definitive text for Web site
design, PRINCIPLES OF WEB DESIGN, Fifth
Edition guiding your students through the entire Web
site creation process, while developing and
enhancing your HTML, CSS, and visual design skills
along the way. Now updated to include the latest
Web design technologies and trends, this Fifth
Edition features all-new sections on HTML5, CSS3,
CSS page layouts, and enhanced navigation as well
as technical updates and new screen shots
throughout. Beginning with the Web design
environment and the principles of sound Web
design, your students will continue to planning site
layout and navigation, and progress to Web
typography, colors and images, working with CSS,
and more. Armed with a priceless understanding and
plenty of hands-on activities, students will gain a
solid foundation of designing successful, standardsbased Web sites that are portable across different
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operating systems, browsers, and Web devices.
Companion site available at no additional cost
www.joelsklar.com/pwd5. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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